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and female symbols and were originally reproduced by 
Layard.2 Figure is from a Babylonian seal. The central 
figure represents an androgyne deity with an erect male 
serpent on the left and a female serpent on the right. Op
posite the male there is a lozenge shaped female symbol and 
at his feet is an amphora which signifies Ouranos, or the 
sun, fructifying Terra the earth, by pouring from himself 
into her. Over the female serpent there is a crescent moon 
and opposite the serpent there is a six-rayed star repre
senting the sun. At he�r feet is a cup which apparently 
represents the female element in creation. 

Figure is from a gem cylinder in the British Museum. 
It represents male and female figures dancing before the 
mystic pahn tree. Opposite a particular spot on one figure 
there is a diamond or oval and on the other, a fleur de lys, 
the symbol of the male triad. 

Figure is from a Bculpture on white agate stone and 
represents an act of worship before symbols of the D;lale 
and female creators arranged in pairs. Above are the sun 
and moon. Below are the male palm tree and the barred 
cteis identical in meaning with the sistrum a symbol 
of the virgin female. Next comes the male emblem, the 
cone and the female symbol, the lozenge. 

Plate Figs. and show designs taken from ancient 
Assyrian tablets in which the female symbol placed near 
the male and the principal worshipers are shown holding 
bags, typical symbols of the womb. To Hindus, Bhaga-vata 
or Parvati, the mother of mothers, is the "Lady of the 
Sack" whom Florentines called Madonna Del Sacco, but 
who is now called Dea Immacolata, or simply St. Bride or 
Bridgetta. 

The interdependence of the male and female in the 
scheme of creation is rooted deeply in Chinese philosophy. 
As described by Major General James G. Forlongs, who spent 
many years studying the subject, male and female symbols 
form the basis for the Chinese ideograph signifying man. 
Figure "A" represents TI, called "the pillar god", "supreme 
monad", "the one", but lacks the power to create because 
the female symbol is missing. "B" is an inverted repre-

2-Recherches sur les Culte, les symboles, les attributs, et les Monu. 
mens, Figures de Venus 

3-Rivers oj Life, 
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senting zan, yang, or man; with phallus or knotted stick 
accompanied by Shang, "the heavenly dot", as the moon 
poised over the waters and representing the female 
principle. The combined ideographs signify power to 
create life. "e" represents a god-man or double phallused 
one. It is the Le or Ti by virtue of which the Shang 

is powerless to create. is the dual form of Shang-Ti, 
Sing Le, or Shin Le, the creative god accompanied the 
female ark or womb. OlE" is Akkadian cuneiform char
acter representing the letter "A", called zikaru, "the male 
thing", or "the sword", and by the Jews, called zakar; 
"that which pierces or penetrates". In Assyrian it represents 
As or Asher, the phallus. 

When a boy is initiated by the Naojote ceremony of 
the Parsees in India, and invested with the Sudra and 
Kusti, or sacred shirt and thread, the priests make a long 
vertical mark of red lead on the forehead of the initiate. 
If the child is a girl, a round mark is made. The vertical 
mark signifies the fertilizing or coneeiving rays of the sun 
and the round mark represents Chandra, the moon, which 
is fertilized by or receives the conception from Surya, the 
sun. Brahman devotees of Parvati paint three vertical 
strokes on the forehead. The outer strokes are white or 
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Fig. 1, moon gail standing his �rescent-shapeil boat; a 
Chaldean conception. 2, hawk-headed 1i�a sacred boat, pro
tected by all-seeing eyes. 8, sacred bari" Egyptian sun god 
with steps or stairs tor ascending the heavens. sun and 
moon in conjunction on a sacred boat. 5, sun boat with ser
pentine ends. It rests a phallic pillar. solar bark with 

sun the horizon (the aakhu symbol.) 

Egyptians regarded the moon the mother of all the world 
and believed her to have both male and female natures. 
Prophet Ezekiel complained because the women of Jerusa
lem revealed themselves as moon �vorshipers by wearing 
the saharon, an ornament made of gold or other metal in 
the form of a crescent moon. 

transition a crescent becomes an arc or ark, which 
term is cognate with the argha, a boat-shaped vessel used 
in India as a ceremonial vessel. ( Plate Figs. 
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According to Sir Austin Henry Layard, the Druses of 
Lebanon, in their secret vespers, offer a true worship of 
the sexual parts of the female and pay their devotions every 
Friday night. Mohammedan husbands who failed to ful
fill their conjugal duties on this day not only violated the 
code of Mahomet; they risked a disruption of domestic 
harmony as well. A Turkish canon proclaimed that "the 
wife has only conclusive claim to her husband's caresses 
from sunset on Thursday to the same hour on Friday 
( Turkish Sabbath) .  If the husband complies with his family 
duty, his irregularities at other times are not of material 
consequence. 

The conventional dlesign representing two fish in a 
circle, called the Great Monad, is one of the oldest symbols 
of the male and female principles and is found throughout 
the Far East. In India and China, it is called the Yin and 
Yang. In Japanese, the� characters are called In and Yo 
which, when reversed and joined, read Yo-ni. The sign of 
the fishes, or Pisces, in the zodiac appears to have had the 
same origin and significance as the Great Monad. 

Yang, the positive principle, and Yin, the negative 
principle, combine to form the Yih which stands for the ele
ments of being. He who understands the Yih capable of 
expressing all combinations of existence. 

Yang is lord-like, heavenly, masculine, light, strong, 
active, rigid; Yin is feminine, dark, earthly, mild, pliable, 
submissive, wife-like. Yang is the Great Sun; Yin is the 
Great Moon. In Chinese characters, Chien ( heaven) com
bined with K'un ( earth) means Universe. In numerals the 
figure represents the Yin and signifies the Yang. 

In a system of divination to be found in the Chinese 
Yi King the Yang is rep
presented by a whole line ( ) signifying strength 

of 
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figures of lines each and further progression produces 
trigrams, each of which possesses a special meaning. 

The significance of the trigrams is explained in a series 
of essays. 

Trigrams contain the powers heaven, earth, and 
man which are considered to be one and the same. In the 
mixed groups the lower line represents man and the upper 
lines represent water, illre, wind, mountains, and the sea. 
Three whole strokes represent the Khien, the Great Yang 
and divided strokes represent the Great Yin. Other tri
grams represent the first, second and third son and the 
first, second and third daughter, making family of 
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on Salisbury Plain, which is believ,ed by some authorities 
to have been erected in the Stone Age, probably about 

or 1800 B.C. Stonehenge originally consisted of an 
outer circle three hundred feet in diameter and an inner 
circle one hundred six feet in diameter, inside of which 
there was another series of smaller stones in the form of 
a horseshoe. Inside this there was second, smaller horse
shoe, near the central curve of which there was a large altar 
stone fifteen feet high. 





In Nepal, India, small perforated stones, generally 
about the size of an orange, and caned salagrama, are re
garded as sacred to Vishnu. By a very peculiar coincidence, 
similar stones called salagrana, are wrapped red woollen -
and carried in the pockets of persons in Tuscany, Italy, 
who practice sorcery. 

Old adoption ceremonies still survive in some parts of -
the world ill which the adopted person symbolically 
re-born. Among the Berawas of Sarawak, when a woman 
wishes to adopt a child or adult, a feast is arranged and the 
adopting mother is seated on a raised and covered seat. Then 
the adopted person crawls from behind and between her 
legs, thus imitating childbirth. Among the early Jews a 
childless woman became a foster mother by merely having 
a real mother sit upon her knees during birth of the child.1I ' 

In ancient Greece any man who had been erroneously 
supposed to be dead and for whom funeral rites had been 

his absence, was treated as dead to society until 
he had gone through the form of being born again. Dia
doms wrote that when Zeus persuaded his wife Hera to 



adopt Hercules, the goddess got into bed and, clasping the 
hero to her bosom, pushed him through her robes and let 
him fall to the ground in imitation of real birth. In Dio
dorus's day the same mode of adopting children was prac
ticed by the Barbarians and is still used by Bulgarians and 
Bosnian Turks. A woman will take a boy whom she intends 
to adopt and push or roll him through her clothes. Ever 
afterward he is regarded as her son.lO 

In passing to the underground chamber where the 
sacred rites of the Mithraic Mysteries were conducted, it 
was necessary for the initiates to pass through a narrow 
entrance leading to the ,cave or underground chamber, as if 
entering a womb. Above the chamber a bull was sacrificed 
and its blood flowed down through a wooden grating on 
to the initiate. This was the Tauribolium ceremony in 
which the initiate was :purified and reborn in the blood of 
the bull. 

Purification, regeneration, and re-birth are certain to 
have been important features of the Mysteries in Egypt, 
where the initiates appear to have been placed in a "cradle 
of skin", or symbolic 'Womb, from which they emerged, 
simulating the process of gestation and being thereby re
created and purified. The rite was probably in imitation of 
a myth which alleged that the sun god Ra was born in the 
form of a calf from the cow Nut or Neith, the mother god
dess of heaven, the initiate thus becoming identified with the 

. sun god. Both Plutarch and Apuleius state that in the 
procession of Isis a wooden image of a cow was borne upon 
the shoulders of the pri.ests. It was probably an image of 
Nut, the divine cow mother of the gods, from whose womb 
the initiates were symbolically re-born. 

The Mystery of Osiris and Isis was generally considered 
the most ancient of Mysteries, being already in existence 
at the beginning of recorded history. Those who were ad
mitted to the Lesser Mystery were denominated mystae or 
veiled while those who were initiated into the Greater 
Mystery were epoptai or seers.ll 
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SEX SYMBOLISM 

( Continued) 

DETERMINATION OF THE symbolical meaning of trees is 
complicated by the fact that in various periods and places 
they have been features of spiritism and totemism as well 
as phallicism. As a phase of primitive spirit worship they 
were placed consecrated ground near altars and "high 
places" as representatives of the deity and as his dwelling 
place. This seems to have been the belief of Abraham when 
he sought God in the oaks and tamarisks of Mamre and 
when he planted a tree at Beersheba "and call ( ed )  thereon 
the name of the Lord, the everlasting God". ( Gen. 

It was an expression of totemism that made oak trees 
sacred to Jupiter and Zeus and caused the Druids to hold 
the oak and yew sacred and use hollow oaks for burial of 
the dead. 

Early Spartans laid the dead upon olive leaves and 
palm branches. The male palm tree was a necessary accom
paniment of all phallic and solar festivals and was used 
prominently in temple decoration. It is found repeatedly 
on ancient coins and tablets, always with seven branches. 
In Egypt a palm branch was an emblem of Taht, the scribe 
of the gods. The branches were carried in religious pro
cessions as symbols of self-creation, time, and perpetuity 
because they were said to add one new frond with each 
change of the moon. In the Book of Revelation palms seem 
to possess the same s ignificance. 

Because it retained ilts verdure throughout the year, the 
pine tree was an emblem of immortality and was often 
represented on Assyrial1L monuments and Etruscan funeral 
urns. The pine cone was a symbol of Venus and Astarte. 
During the Thesmophoria festival in Greece, images of 
phalli and snakes were made of dough and, together with 
pine cones, were dedicated to the goddess as emblems of 
fertility. Pine cones may still be seen on gateways in Italy 
where they are regarded as emblems of fecundity, good 
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circles or klachans. Pious persons are in the habit of wear
ing crosses of ash on a certain day of the year. A fertility 
god formerly worshiped in northern Europe was called 

ggdrasil, meaning ash tree. 
In Suffolk, England, it a custom to split a young 

ash tree lengthwise and pass a naked child through it 
three times head first (but some say feet first) to cure 
rickets and rupture. The child is then turned around and, 
as the Celts say, passed deaselwise, that is, with the sun, 
after which the cleft in the tree is bound tip. If the tree 
heals, all is supposed to go well with the child. 

The tree should be split about five feet as nearly as 
possible from east to west, and just as the sun is rising 
in the early spring before vegetation begins. In Suffolk 
the operation is called "drawing". In Cornwall, passing 
through the cleft of a tree has the same significance as 
passing through an apel�ture in a rock, or "threading the 
needle", as it is called. In Killarney, the operation is said 
to be of a fertilizing nature and brings "a saving of pain 
to women in a certain way". 

In Oxford, an old custom of like meaning is practiced 

. with "groaning cheese", a piece of which, cut in circular 
or oval form, must be kept ready at birth to pass the new
born babe through. Afterward, the cheese is cut like a 
wedding cake and given to girls to sleep upon to "excite 
pleasant and expressive dreams". 

In Scandinavia the hazel tree was formerly sacred to 
Thor and in Bohemia hazel groves were favorite spots for 
. temples. In Bavaria, batons of office were always made 
of hazel wood and divining rods were made of hazeL Bo
hemians believed that wherever there were nuts, there 
were wasps and women were fruitful; also, that wherever 
nuts . were found, illegitimate children abounded. Should 

snake bite a hazel rod, the rod was believed to turn at 
once into a bluish stone, which if thrown into water, would 
cure an animal of snake bite. 

Pliny observed that the Romans hung colored rags 
and other offerings on sacred trees. Travelers in the East 
have mentioned the same custom in modern times. In India, 
according to Fergusson,! rags in the form of yoni-like loops 



are hung from budding twigs and branches, the branch 
and loop symbolizing the union of the male and female 
creative powers. ( See Plate fig. 

The rite of tree marriage still survives in India as a 
conventional symbol of totemism. Sacred trees are circum
ambulated by Nayar women desiring children, and by men 
who wish to avoid the evil· influence of Saturn, under which 
they are supposed to suffer during some part of their lives. 

Phallic poles may still be found near temples and in 
villages in the Orient, adorned like our Maypoles with 
brightly colored banners or streamers. Sometimes the figure 
of a rooster, an emblem of the sun and fecundity, or some 
other phallic figure is placed at the top of the pole. 

The custom of children dancing around a Maypole is 
derived from the ancient custom of dancing around a tree, 
tree trunk, or pole, in springtime, in token of the annual 
resurgence of the generative powers of nature. 

Eng-land was once noted for its Mayooles. In writing 
about the general let-down of morals which marked the 
May time celebrations, Philip Stubbes, a Puritan writer of 
Queen Elizabeth's time, made it clear why May was often 
called the month of bastards. Stubbes said that with the 
arrival of May, men, women and children assembled from 
every parish, town, and village and went to the hills and 
forests where they spent the night in pleasant pastimes. In 
the morning they returned, carryhlg birch branches and 
the trunk of a tall, young tree. They painted the tree in 
various colors, decked it with flowers and banners and set 
it up on the village green. In some instances small trees 
were fastened securely in boxes and placed at the top of 
the poles. 

Every morning during May, the parishioners of St. 
Andrews-under-shaft in London, set up a shaft which was 
higher than the church steeple and after their ceremony, 
they carefully put it away under the eaves of the church, 
which were built so as to protect it. Puritans took offense 
at the custom and cut the pole to pieees. In Parliament 
passed an act for the suppression of Maypoles. 

The worship of trees as symbols of male generative 
power was widespread among ancient nations; and it was 
in this sense that trees, tree trunks, posts, and pales became 



prominent in the worship by the Jews in Canaan, of gods 
of fertility. On ancient Babylonian tablets and seal cylin
ders, trees are represented as symbols of the tree of life, 
or the euphemistic tree which creates life. It is the same 
tree which, in the story of Adam and Eve, is disguised as 
the "tree of knowledge". To people of the East, wise in the 
language of symbolism, the meaning of the tree of life, 
which flourishes in a paradise or garden, is perfectly obvious. 

Conventional representations of the tree of life, in the 
form of upright wooden pillars or tree trunks, and called 
asherim (translated "groves" in the Bible) ,  were special 
symbols of the Syrian god Baal and often had obscene 
designs carved on their surface. Even in the temple at 
Jerusalem there stood an upright ashera, the emblem of 
Baal-Peor, the phallus priapus of the Jews. ( I  

6 )  . The "image of jealousy" which Ezekiel said could 
be seen upon looking north through the inner gate of the 
temple was undoubtedly ashera. ( Ezek. 

Baal corresponded the Assyrian god Asher and was 
represented as being either male, female, or both; therefore 
an androgyne. Although he is nominally male, Baal is 
called "the lady" in Has. and Zeph. At his licentious 
rites men wore female garments and women wore male 
attire. 

The feminine ' form of Baal was called Beltis, Astarte, 
or Ashtoreth, and was represented by a feminine form of 
wooden emblem called asherah or asharah, signifying the 
door of life, and was probably similar in appearance to the 
Assyrian type shown on Plate 67. 

The relation of pillars and poles to phallic worship is 
further indicated by the Hebrew word phalash,2 or palash, 
meaning "to break or cut through", "to open up a way"; 
by the Latin word or and the German 
signifying a pale; 'which is a universal symbol of the phallus. 
Pala is a word for spade or the broad part of an oar (the 
part which cleaves the water), both being symbols of the 
male organ of generation. The names and 
mean "love" or "loving". According to this construction, 
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Palestine, the land of the Philistines, would denote the land 
of worshipers of the phallus. 

Asherim and groves or gardens were prominent features 
of the procreation rites which back·sliding Israelites prac
ticed at their "high places". The groves or gardens might be 
either single trees or clusters of them, under or near which 
altars and images of Baal were placed. Ezekiel com lained 
that Jewish women spent m�ch of their time "making hang
ings for the groves" ( Ezek. and II Kings where 
they engaged in adulterous practices, tents or booths, in 
their worship of the gods of fertility. The sacred high places 
which had existed since Abraham's time had become cor
rupted by heathen practices copied from the Canaanite 
followers of Astarte. Later prophets made it clear that 
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THE RELIGIOUS EXALTATION created by worship of the 
forces which generate life caused the rites and ceremonies 
of primitive people to assume an extreme and violent form. 
With the impulsive, passionate people of the East, particu
larly, nature worship frequently took an erotic form, with 
the religious side of the ritual being overshadowed by sacred 
prostitution, phallic worship, self-mutilation, and other 
extremes. 

The growth of Christianity was due, in part, to a 
re ugnance which thinking p eople had begun to feel against 
the orgies and obscenities of fertility cults. In its movement 
away from these debasing practices, the pendulum swung 
to the other extreme and, whereas the old religion was de
voted to worShip of the powers of procreation, the new one 
developed a profound abhorrence of sex, its members be
lieving the creation of life to be innately sinful and a 

d a
St. Paul repeatedly recommended to his listeners an 

Essenian rule of conduct which, if it had become general, 
would have resulted in the depopulation of the world. Paul 
spoke with pride and joy of his chastity and urged that 
young men and women forego marriage. Men and women 
who were already married were asked to abstain from 
sexual acts. 

To avoid the temptations of lif,e, emotionally unstable 
members of the new religion abjured human society and 
became ragged beggars or hermits, living amidst filth and 
vermin caves, wells mountain crags. 
their contempt for the human body, some early leaders of 
the church, like Origen and Melitta, went so far as to resort 
to self-mutilation, a practice which,. the Gospels say, was 
sanctioned even by Christ.1 

.
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:SYMBOLS, SEX, AND 1'HE STARS 

The avowed celibacy of religious extremists sprang from 
a pre-occupation with the sexual idea. The history of mon
astery and convent life during the Dark Ages attests the 
fact that human resistance frequently broke down under the 
physical and mental strain occasioned by a life contrary to 
nature. The celibate often yielded to the temptations he 
had sought to avoid. 

On the other hand, there was, among nature wor
shipers, a complete absence of sex inhibitions, and their 
most honored gods were those that were believed to regulate 
the mysteries of the life cycle from germination of the life
bearing seed, in animal or plant life, through birth, growth, 
and death. Next in sanctity to the gods who created all 
life were the instruments with which they performed their 
holy miracles. As early as the building of the pyramids, 
long before circumcision was practiced by the Jews, the 
Egyptians dedicated the sexual organs to the god of gener
ation by the rite of circumcision. For priests and soldiers 
circumcision was compulsory. In Madagascar it is still 
necessary for soldiers and officials. 

Circumcision prevailed among the early Ethiopians, 
Phoenicians, Syrians, Idumeans, Moabites, and Ishmaelites. 
In more recent times it was known to the early Mexicans, 
South Americans, Fijians, Samoans, Australians, and other 
primitive people. Among some peoples, such as the Turks 
and Malays, the legal and social status of a man is deter
mined by circumcision. In certain African tribes uncir
cumcised persons are refused the rights of inheritance and 
are not admitted to the t.ribal councils. . 

The sanctity of the generative organs in Biblical times 
is revealed by an incident where Abraham, wishing his 
servant to swear "by the Lord, the God of heaven", com
manded the servant to place his hand under the patriarch's 
"thighs" in order that the physical representative of Jah
veh's generative power might be a witness to the oath. 
( Gen. 24 : 2 ,  9 ) .  Israel commanded his son Joseph to swear 

the same manner ( Gen. 47 :29 )  and, when Solomon 
ascended the throne, all princes and mighty men "gave their 
hand under Solomon". I Chron. 29 :24f) . 

The words sacrifice and sacrament are from the Latin 
word sacer, meaning sacred. Sacer appears to be cognate 
with the Hebrew word zakar, meaning phallus. The words 
test, testify, and testimony are derived from the ancient 
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practice of swearing by the testes and the custom has pre
vailed among Arabs until modern times. Writing in the 

Dr. Inman stated that 
every female in the Lebanon district considered her duty, 
once each year to salute with her lips the reverenced organ 
of the sheik.2 



AND 

In India, worshipers of Siva reverently touch the testes 
of the sacred bull Nanda as they begin their worship. No 
more solemn oath couId be made by a Hindu, or other 
eastern person, than by making him swear with a hand on 
the testes of N anda, nor could a son or servant give a more 
enduring pledge than by placing his hand on the testes. 

The Jews believed that only the sexually perfect were 
fit to serve the lord of generation and the Mosaic Laws 
provided that a man who was "wounded in the stones", 
emasculated or otherwise sexually imperfect, could not serVe 
as a priest, nor could he enter the house of the congregation.s 
If a woman were guilty of injuring the sacred organ of 
a man, one of her hands was cut off. (Deut. 25: 12 ) .  Saul 
preferred death by falling on his sword to the degradation 
of capture by uncircumcised Philistines ( I  Sam. 31 :4 ) . 

The extent to which the Biblical injunction regarding 
physical perfection of priests observed today in the selec
tion of popes is known only to higher ecclesiastics. Roscoe· 
tells us, however, that before Roderigo Borgia was installed 
as Pope Alexander VI, he was examined in the holy of holies 
of the Vatican to make sure that he was every sense a 
man, although he was already known to be the father of 
several children. 

According to early. primitive concepts, Jahveh himself 
was the progenitor par excellence and when sixteen thou
sand captive Midianite virgins were distributed among the 
victorious Jews, thirty-two of the maidens were allotted as 
the Lord's tribute and reserv,ed for his special service. 
( Num. 31 :40 ) .  Long after the Jewish religion began to 
assume an ethical character, the role of Jahveh continued 
to be predominately that of a god of fertility, whose worship 
was expected to assure full reproductive ability to men and 
women. 

Repeated references are made the Bible to phallic 
idols, images, and worship, but they have been so thor
oughly disguised in translation that they give the average 
reader no understanding of the beliefs and practices to which 
they refer. Many of the names of people and places men
tioned also have a phallie significance, which is not revealed 
by standard Bible Concordances. 

3-Deut. 1. 
4-Life and Pontificate of I,eo the Tenth, 1848 vol. 1, 180. 
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herself, and remnants of this old superstition still survive. 
When droughts occur in Morocco, women of the Tsul tribe 
are said to gather in a secluded place and, entirely nude, 
play a kind of game with a ball and ladles, to bring rain. 

In parts of Russia, peasant girls are said to drag a 
plow around their village at midnight as a safeguard against 
cholera. In modern' times the girls have observed the cus
tom barefooted, with loosened hair and wearing a chemise 
as a concession to modesty but, doubtless, in an earlier, 
more primitive day, the chemise was 110t worn. 

When floods overflow the banks of pools streams 
southern India, men stand naked on the shore and beat 



drums to drive away the rain demons. In some parts of 
Java it is thought that the yield of the rice field will be 
greater if, at the beginning of the planting season, the 
farmer and his wife rUIll around the field naked then unite 
in a conjugal embrace. 'When the rice is harvested, bundles 
of rice ears are tied up to represent a bridal pair, and the 
harvest is carried out with the ceremonies of marriage. 

From the time when Babylonians baked them in honor 
of the goddess Ishtar, cakes, usually .in the form of male or 
female organs, were served annually during festivals of the 
gods and goddesses of fertility. At Syracuse, on the day of 
the Thesmophoria, and at marriages, cakes . of sesame and 
honey representing female pudenda were carried in pro
cession and offered to th� gods. They were eaten by women 
on the Holy day and w€:re probably part of the ceremonies 
in the Eleusinian Myster:ies. In Jerusalem, cakes were baked 
in honor of Baal and Astarte, and Jeremiah complained 
that the "children cut wood and the fathers kindled fires 
and the women knead their dough to their gods". (Jer. 7 : 18 ) .  

As late as the end of the 4th century there existed in 
Rome a body of women called Collyridians who worshiped 
Cybele as the mother of cre

. ation, mother of God; and judged it necessary to appease 
her anger and seek her favor by libations, sacrifices, and 
oblations of cakes. 

Dulaure states that in his time a festival called 
was held at the town of Saintes, in France, on 

Palm Sunday, in which women and children carried in the 
procession phalli made of bread and called These 
were attached to the ends of palm branches as symbols of 
fertility and regeneration. The were blessed by the 
priest and carefully preserved by the women during the 
year.8 

In his Richard 
Payne Knight says in Saintonge, near La Rochelle, 
cakes in the form of phalli were baked at Easter time and 
formed part of the Easter offerings. Afterward they were 
distributed to the homes. 

A similar custom existed at St. Jean d'Angely where .small 
cakes, made in the form of the phallus and named 



SEX SYMBOLISM 

were carried in the procession of the Fete-Dieu or Corpus 
Christi. Dulaure, who describes the custom, says that 
shortly before the time of writing, the practice was 
suppressed by a new prefect of the district. In Brives and 
nearby towns, cakes were made in the form of the male 
organs while in Clermont and other places, they were of 
female form. In some of the older French books on cookery, 
recipes are given for making cakes in these forms, which 
are named without concealment. 

In addition to the great variety of rather abstract or 
formalized symbols of procreative power, realistic represen
tations of the phallus were used by nature worshipers for 
a great many purposes and in many forms and sizes. the 
most lifelike type being statues or models of the nude male 
or of the phallus alone, which was generally of unnatural size. 

As the creation of life, in a sense, overcomes or offsets 
the ravages of death, both abstract symbols and literal rep
resentations of the sexual organs came to be associated with 
life, fertility, health, and good fortune. They were the holy 
sacraments which nature worshipers displayed in temples. 
When carried in processions, they were believed to have 
the same power to ward off devils and malign influences 
which, in Catholic countries is attributed to the Holy Sac
rament, for which reason the Host is paraded around shrines 
and towns. Upon it the most solemn oaths are taken, for 
a "corporale oath" means an oath on the corporale or linen 
cloth surrounding the Corpus Domini. To touch the altar cloth 
is a blessing and to take an oath with one hand on the altar 
stone is as binding as when Abraham's servant placed his 
hand under the thighs of his master or when Jacob swore 
on the of his father Jesse. 

Phallic symbols were used in Spain, France, Ireland, 
Scandinavia, Egypt, Greece, Rome, Syria, Persia, and Asia 
Minor; among the mound builders of North America, in 
Mexico, Central America, Peru, Haiti, in the islands of the 
Pacific and in Africa. Many of the literary references, 
paintings, and sculptures relating to the subject which have 
come down to us are so direct and realistic that they cannot 
be printed. 

In the annual festival in honor of Isis and Osiris in 
Egypt, processions of women carried phalli to which strings 
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were attached to permit of their being moved up and down.9 
Sometimes the phalli which were used in temples and 
carried in religious festivities were of tremendous size. In 
a procession during the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, a 
phallus was carried whieh was covered with gold and was 
one hundred twenty yards long. Before the temple of 
Venus at Hierapolis, there stood two phalli which were one 
hundred eighty feet high, upon which a priest mounted an
nually and remained for seven days. On the walls of the 
temple at Thebes, Egyptian gods and kings are portrayed 
with the phallus erect, and the great temple at Karnak 
abounds with such figures. 

In Greece and Rome the god of fertility was worshiped 
under numerous titles and his phallic image was an im
portant feature of the Liberalia, May Day, Floralia and 
other festivals to celebrate the regeneration of life at spring
time. As Liber, he presided over domestic animals, the cul
tivation of vineyards, and harvest, and was symbolized by 
the phallus. His female counterpart, Libera, was identified 
with Ceres and Venus and represented in the temples by 
the image of the female organ. 

Effigies of the phallus were anointed with oil, removed 
from the temples, decorated with flowers, and carried or 
drawn in carriages through the streets, followed by a cheer
ing throng. During the spring festival in honor of Venus, 
women took the image of the sacred phallus from the hall 
of the Quirinal and carried it in procession to the temple 
of Venus, where it was united with the goddess with 
appropriate ceremonies. 

Licentiousness reached its peak about the first of May 
in the celebration of Floralia, when the riffraff of the town 
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and its neighborhood, called together by the sound of horns, 
mixed with the multitude in perfect nakedness and excited 
their passion with obscene motion s  and language until the 
festival ended in a scene of mad revelry in which all re
straint was laid aside. One of these festivals was witnessed 
by the younger Cato, who was noted for his grave manner, 
and he left the scene when the revelers seemed to hesitate 
in stripping the young women naked because of his presence. 

By reason of its reputed power of enchantment and witch
craft, the phallus became synonymous with the name of 
the Roman god Fascinus, also called Mutunus or Tutunus 
and later identified with Priapus. Fascinus was attended 
by Vestal Virgins, and victorious generals carried his sym
bols through Rome on their cars or chariots in triumphal 
processions. 

The words fascinate and fascinator were derived from 
Fascinus because his symbol, when worn about the necks 
of women and children, was sup posed to possess magical 
power which not only enabled its wearer to influerice others, 
but protected them from magical or other influence from 
without. 

The first mention of medieval worship of Fascinum 
occurs in an ecclesiastical tract of the 8th century entitled 

which directs that who
ever performs incantations to the F'ascinum, or any incan
tations whatever, except the Creed or the Lord's prayer, 
shall be made to do penance on bread and water during 
three Lents. A council in Chalons, France, in the 9th 
century prohibited the practice in almost the same words, 
and the Bishop of Worms repeated the warning again in 
the 12th century. In 1247, the statutes of Mans decreed 
a punishment for any one who sinned to the Fascinum. and 
the same provision was adopted and renewed in the statutes 
of the synod of Tours, in 1396; nevertheless the practice 
continued until well after the Middle Ages. 

Of all the titles under which thE� god of procreation was 
worshiped, perhaps none was so widely known as that of 
Priapus. Under this name he was associated with the god
dess Isis in Egypt before the days of Cleopatra. Erotic 
statues, pottery, coins and gems representing him abounded 

Greece: his attributes and activities were portrayed on 
gems of the Gnostics, Basilideans,  and Manicheans at the 
beginning of the Christian era. From Rome, where he was 



particularly popular, his worship was carried to the Roman 
colonies in Gaul, B elgium, Germany, and Britain. 

Priapus was the beneficent deity who increased herds 
of cattle, watched over fruit trees, and cared for bees. He 
was the patron of maidens seeking marriage. Brides were 
required to sit upon his statue and sacrifice their virginity 
to him. 

Designs have been found on many coins, statuary, pot
tery and other articles recovered from the ruins of Pompeii 
and Herculaneum, on which Priapus is portrayed with large 
phallus, either alone or in the center of groups engaged in 
sexual acts. Frequently he is represented by the figure of 
a phallus alone; thus the adjective "Priapic" became a 
general term denoting any object or practice of a lewd, 
obscene nature. During the annual carnival at Trani, in 
Italy, a Priapic effigy called was paraded 
through the streets. 

His symbol was carved over doorways or on door 
jambs. It was used as an idol or amulet in houses and 
gardens, in front of blacksmiths' forges, under chariots, and 

ancient tombs where it was thought to guard the dead 
against evil influences. It was also a favorite decorative 
motif for lamps and other household utensils and was often 
carved on the exterior or interior walls and doorways of 
churches and other public buildings. Representations of 
the phallus usually had wings: sometimes they were en
circled with flowers and often they were attached to human 
or animal legs. 

Pins, brooches and other objects in the form of the male 
organ, sometimes with rings attached for hanging about 
the neck, were worn a8 personal ornaments or carried as 
amulets to insure fruitfulness, health, and protection from 
one's enemies or drive away devils and other evil influences. 
Many such objects have been recovered in modern times 
from excavations on the sites of ancient buildings, and ex
amples of them may be found in many European museums 
and private collections. Drawings made from many of these 
relics are reproduced in the scholarly works on phallicism, 
printed privately, by Rkhard Payne KnightlO and Thomas 
Wright.ll 
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. SEX SYMBOLISM: 

In France and Belgium, ithyphatllic saints were offered 
favors to obtain children, or to cure impotency or sexual 
disease. The most famotls of these saints was St. Foutin, 
who is reputed to have been the first bishop of Lyons. When 
Protestants seized the town of Embrun during the Refor
mation in 1585, they found among the relics of the cathedral 
one which was said to be the phallus of the famous saint. 
It had become stained deep red by the libations of wine 
which had been poured upon it by supplicants who usually 
caught the wine in a cup or jar as it dripped from the relic, 
then let the wine stand until it soured. This "holy vinegar" 
was drunk by women who considered it an effective method 
of insuring fertility. The famous saint was also worshiped 
at Porigny, in the diocese of Viviers; at Vendre, in the 
Bourbonnais; at Auxerre; at Puy-en-Velay, in the convent 
of Girouet, near Sampigny; and elsewhere. 

Wax models of both sexes were offered to St. Foutin at 
Varailles, in Provence, the 16th century. The models 
were suspended from the ceiling of his chapel and were so 
numerous that when the wind stirred them they struck 
against one another and disturbed the congregation.12 

At Bourg Dieu, near Bourges, Belgium, local inhabitants 
worshiped a phallic figure called St. Grelichon, or Guer
lichon, which had persisted from H.oman times. Barren 
women flocked to the abbey to seek the saint's aid and to 
celebrate a novena in his honor. 'rhe supplicant would 
recline upon the relic at full length and then scrape particles 
from the phallus of the image. These scrapings, when 
placed water, were supposed to make a miraculous 
draught. 

At Brest, the same saint was honored under the name 
of Guignolet, and a similar sculptured figure called Ters 
appeared over the gateway to the church of St. Walburga, 

the Rue des Pecheurs at Antwerp.:Ls 

St. Giles, in Brittany; St. Rene, in Anjou; St. Regnaud, 
in Burgundy; and St. Arnaud, near Brest, were similarly 
worshiped, except that in the latter case the symbol of 
fecundity was covered with an apron which was only raised 

favor of sterile women. Its mere inspection, accom-
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panied by true faith, was considered sufficient to effect 
miracles. 

At Isernia, near Naples, Italy, Saints Cosmus and 
Damiano were believed to be highly effective against all 
sorts of disease. At their feast, on September 27th, their 
relics were carried in procession and the phallus of Cosmo 
was exposed to view for the benefit of the celebrants. A 
three day fair was held on the occasion, at an ancient church 
about a mile from the town, the fair being visited by people 
from the surrounding villages. During this celebration, 
those who had any kind of bodily ailment could buy waxen 
images of the affected part. After presenting an image and 
an offering at the vestibule of the church, the supplicant 
presented himself or herself to the priest at the altar and 
uncovered the part affected. The priest then anointed the 
part with a miraculous "oil of St. Cosmus" which was be
lieved to be particularly efficacious for ailments of the loins 
and adjoining parts. Although waxen effigies for various 
parts of the body were oi!lered for sale, the greatest demand 
was for phalli, the buyers of which were mostly women. 
The building of a new road through the town, in 1780, gave 
the community better contact with the outside world, and 
news of the local custom soon reached the government in 
Naples, which immediately ordered that the "great toe" of 
the saint should no longer be displayed and the sale of 
phallic images be discontinued.15 

Phallic emblems have been found carved or scratched 
on ancient Roman buildings in England, on the doors of 
the cathedrals of Toulou.se, Bordeaux, and other cities in 
France, and on the walls of Alati, near Rome. In graves 
of Vikings in Norway, large stones of phallic shape have 
been found, some of which are preserved in the Museum 
of Christiania. In Japan, the detached phallus is often used 
as an emblem of the Shinto religion. 

On Trendle Hill nea.r the village of Cerne Abbas, 
Dorset, England, there is ( or was) cut in the turf, an ancient 
nude figure one hundred eighty feet long, with distinct 
sexual parts. As an emblem of fertilizing power the image 



was a protection against sterility, disease, and death, and 
was also a guardian of fruit  trees and vineyards. If an 
unmarried girl at Cerne Abbas became pregnant, it was 
said of her, "she has been sitting on the giant". 

By an odd reversal of practice, the position which the 
male symbol occupied on buildings in Europe- was, in 
Ireland, filled by a crude figure of a woman directing at
tention to her matrix. Sculptured figures of this kind were 
placed over the portals of ancient churches and castles, 
most of which have long been torn down. 

To Irish antiquarians these peculiar sculptures are 
known as Sheila-na-Gig which said to mean Julian the 
Giddy, but their prominent positions over doorways indi
cates that, despite their trivial name, they were symbols 
of great importance. 

Such a figure was carved over the doorway of Cloyne 
Cathedral. Similar figures were on an old church at Roches
town, and on Ballinahend Castle, both in Tipperary. An 
example from an old church, which formerly stood in the 
County Cavan, ' is now preserved :In the Museum of the 
Society of Antiquaries, in Dublin. In the Museum of Dublin 
there is another which came from. the White Island, 
Lough Erne, County Ferma agh. One from Killoa Castle, 
Westmoreland, is in a London privalte collection. 

In the Orient small phallic images were often placed 
by the roadside; in front of dwell.ings; beneath trees in 
sacred groves; and the ground on which the emblems stood 
was regarded as holy. As prayers to the god of fertility were 



thought more likely to be answered if they were offered 
while in contact with the image, it was customary for the 
supplicant to raise her clothing and sit upon the image 
while praying. This is still pra iced by girls and 
women in some parts of the world, to invoke divine aid. 

In India, under the Hindu name of linga, the phallus 
has been a special emblem of Siva, the Reproducer, for 
countless centuries. Some of these linga, made of marble, 
granite, or rare woods, are many feet in height and are 
found, decorated with aowers and other offerings, in the 
temples. Miniature models of gold, silver, ivory, crystal, or 
wood are worn in the hair or on the arm or breast as 
amulets or charms. Many linga temples are found on the 
banks of the Ganges, especially near Calcutta. 

Members of the Sakteyan sect pay special homage to 
the vulva, which is honored as the symbol and incarnation 
of Parvati, the female counterpart of Siva, the creative deity. 
Under the name of lingam, the male and female symbols, 
represented in union, are the most widely used images in 
India. Throughout southern India they are found in temples 
and homes, in a great variety of designs. Making of the 
various types of lingams is a highly specialized art, the 
proportions and materials used in their construction being 
minutely regulated by a:n ancient canon called the Agama. 

Almost every village has a public lingam conSisting of 
an oval shaped flat stone and a round, upright stone two 
or three feet high. The monument is visited early in the 
morning by women and girls, who sprinkle it with water 
from the Ganges, deck it with flowers, and rub their bodies 
against it while reciting prayers to insure motherhood. 

In recent times, phallic statues have been found in 
the East Indian Archipelago, New Guinea, Sumatra, and 
Ceylon. Both male and female figures had exaggerated pu
denda. On the eastern and western sides of a house in Dorei, 
New Guinea, there were, some years ago, two pairs of rude 
wooden statues, each pair representing a man and woman 
in the conjugal act. Beside the door, on the western side, 
there was an image of a child lying on its back. Other parts 
of the building were also adorned with suggestive carvings.18 

In the Celebes islands, representations of 'women's 
breasts and sexual organs were to be found on the posts of 
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houses erected in honor of fallen warriors. On a temple 
at Langgadopi, the organs of both sexes were shown in 
union.17 

In Africa, tree, serpent and sex worship have existed 
in their vilest forms within the present century. Here the 
ancient tree of life is still anointed with oil and the drip
pings from it are believed to be a sure cure for all the ills 
of man or woman. Fetiches in phallic form are often used 
in the African Congo and, at Dahomey, along the Slave 
Coast, a gross figure of a man with exaggerated sexual parts 
is worshiped under the name of Legba or Egba. Phallic 
statues may be seen in front of houses, on the streets, and 
in public places.Is In one Legba shrine, a male and female 
figure of the fertility god Obatala was shown and opposite 
it were the male and female organs represented in union.19 

17---de p. cit Kruift, De Bare'e
Hague, 
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SEX SYMBOLISM 

I the gifts and prayers which were given as 
offerings to the ancient goddess who bestowed the blessings 
of fertility upon womanhood, she was repaid in kind by 
sexual offerings in the form of religious prostitution in early 
Babylonia, Syria, Phoenicia, Arabia, Egypt, Greece, and 
Rome. A similar custom prevailed in Central America, West 
Africa, and other parts of the world, The custom was 
confined to consecrated women, or temple prostitutes who 
served the Mother Goddess, but was regarded as a solemn 
religiOUS duty of all women. 

Sir James Frazer has described the custom as a form 
sympathetic magic, undertaken in a belief, once widely held, 
that like produces like and that a desired result can be 
achieved by simply imitating it. Sympathetic magic 
practiced by the sorcerers of India, Babylonia, Egypt, 
Greece, and Rome, and is still employed by witch doctors 
among primitive people. Sir James describes many forms 

Sumatra, a barren woman who would become a mother 
. will make an image of a child and hold it in her lap, be

lieving this will lead to the fulfillment of her wish", and 
"The North American Indians believed", we are told, "that 
by drawing the · figure of a person in sand, ashes or clay, 
or by considering an object as his body and then piercing 
it with a sharp stick, or doing it any other injury, they 
inflicted a corresponding injury on the person represented". 

"When an Ojibway Indian desires to work evil on any 
one, he makes a little image of his enemy and runs a needle 
into its head or heart, or shoots an arrow into it, believing 
that wherever the needle pierces or the arrow strikes the 
image, his foe will, the same instant, be seized with a 
sharp pain in the corresponding part of his body".1 

13. 



In every age it has been believed that a person could 
be injured or destroyed by injuring or destroying an image 
of him. When a Babylonian wished to destroy witches or 
evil spirits, he burned wax images of them. 

For similar reasons it was beliE!ved that imitating the 
acts of the gods by consorting with a consecrated woman, 
the earthly representative of the goddess of fertility, it was 
possible to assure the birth of children, increase of cattle, 
and fruitfulness of fields. 

While there may be instances in which the custom 
originated in these beliefs, religious prostitution was prob
ably more often a sacrifice of virginity at puberty; a sac
rifice which was looked upon as the most personal and most 
important a woman could make to the goddess in order to 
consecrate her life to motherhood. It was doubtless related 
to the widespread custom of dedicating the first born child 
to the deity as j'first fruits of the womb". 

In Cyprus, Heliopolis, Syria, Lydia, Armenia, Phoe
nicia, Babylon, and elsewhere, every woman was required 
to undergo a period during which she sat before the temple 
as an offering to the temple goddess, whose name varied 
from city to city, but whose character remained essentially 
the same. In Babylon every woman was required, once 
in her life, to prostitute herself at the temple of Mylitta to 
the first stranger who threw a silver coin in her lap, and 
to dedicate to the goddess the wagE!S earned by this sanc
tified harlotry. Surrounding the temple of Bit-Shaggathu 
was a gallery behind which women gathered daily. Cords 
attached to them were broken when visitors made their 
selection. 

The custom must be judged as the product of an age 
when women were everywhere regarded as soulless chattels 
whose sole purpose and duty was motherhood; when bar
renness was looked upon as the work of an evil spirit, and 
spinsterhood was condemned as a rejection of the god of 
generation. This was the attitude of Jephthah's daughter 
who, when told that she was to be sacrificed, asked only that 
she be given two months in which to wander up and down 
the country bemoaning, not the fa.ct that she was to be 
sacrificed, but that she would meet her death in a virgin 
state. ( Jud. 30 : 30, 39 ) .  The story seems to have been con
nected, at least in later times at Mizpah and perhaps else
where, with a ceremony which consisted originally in 
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mourning for the death of the virgin goddess. J ephthah's 
name means "(God) opens the womb", a title which was 
often bestowed on fertility gods. 

As different groups or cults came to exercise a prefer
ence for worship of either of the creative powers, they 
became known as worshipers of the male or female power. 
In Egypt, the religion was devoted to both male and female. 
In India, devotees of Vishnu particularly honor the female 
and Sivaites worship the male. Early Babylonian worship 
of the female changed under Semitic influence to worship 
of the male. During the period of Assyrian domination, even 
the great goddess Ishtar was given military and other 
masculine characteristics. 

The markedly inferior status of Jewish women, and 
the fact that they had no part in the national religion, 
caused them become worshipers of Baal-Ashtoreth and 
Baal-Peor. Ezekiel described them as being even more dis
solute than whores for, whereas the latter demanded pay 
for their services, Jewish women made gifts to the men 
who accepted their favors. ( Ezek. 1 6 :33, 34 ) .  

With full, red lips and eyes rimmed with kohl; be
decked with tinkling bells and spangles, gold and silver 
ankle and leg ornaments, bracelets, earrings and nose 
jewels, they sauntered forth to stalk men on the highways. 
Around their elbows they wore large "tires" puffed out 
like pillows; on their heads, unmarried girls wore ker
chiefs denoting the season of women and the full moon. 
(Ezek. 13: 18, 21 ) .  

"High places" were located in every street and women 
tore up their garments to make gaily colored hangings and 
couch covers for the Succoth-Benoth, or tents, in which they 
paid honors to the god of fertility. ( II Kings 23 :7 and 
Ezek. 1 6 : 1 6 ) .  

The Scriptures do not distinguish between prostitution 
as a religious rite and as a social vice, but it is evident that, 

both forms, the practilce flourished in JUdah and Israel 
throughout the BibHcal p,eriod. Repeated references to rape, 
incest, seduction; the enactment of laws forbidding that 
Jewish women and men should become whores and Sodom
ites;2 statutes to insure virginity of brides; the regulation 

of Deut. 23: 



of prostitution, concubinage, and the taking of plural wives; 
point to the fact that unbridled sexual gratification was a 
social problem of the first order. 

The pagan temple of Queen ezebel alone had four 
hundred devotees and Hosea affirms that not only 
did many women of Israel commit harlotry, but that the 
leaders of the nation and its priests offered their sacrifices 
with the sacred prostitutes. Whores and Sodomites were 
quartered in houses adjoining the tI�mple ( II Kings 
and even the precincts of the temple itself were invaded 
by the prostitutes. The Book of Samuel ( 2 :22) shows that 
the harlots assembled at the north door of the temple where 
the image of ealousy was located: " Now Eli was very old 
and heard all that his sons did unto l:tll Israel and how they 
lay with the women that assemblE�d at the door of the 
tabernacle of the congregation of the Lord". 

As a consequence of their practilcing the rites of Baal
Peor with Midianite women, a great number of Israelites 
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were smitten with an incurable disease, probably yphi is

n wn men lying with them" ( Num. 31 : 16, 17)  

in practicing the rites of Baal-Peor 
25: 9 ) .  
e m e b the 

not be healed" ( Deut. 28 : 27 )  
bowels would fall Chron. 21 : 13, 1 5 ) .  

( 38 : 14, 1 6 )  

ri d for we ar,e told that Tamar deceived 

women, and sitting before the door where Judah saw her 

he thought she was a temple harlot with whom was 

Isaiah ( 6 : 18 )  note his 

J 

wi h him, 

the festival the 
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THE SYMBOLIC MEANING OF NUMBERS 

T OF was believed by the people of 
many ancient nations to be a potent form of magic and was 
reverenced as an invention of the gods. Quite apart from 
their numerical and · mathematical values, numbers were 
esteemed as symbols which revealed to the learned the 
divine order of the universe. 

The identification of numbers with universal order is 
linked with the name of Pythagoras ( 6th Cent. B.C. ) ,  who 
brought existing notions regarding the meaning of numbers 
into an orderly system Clnd modified and enlarged the sys
tem with many theories of his own. Acording to Ari�totle 
the Pythagorean system, in its original form, regarded num
bers not merely as predictable relations of things, but as 
actually constituting their essence or substance. Numbers, he 
says, seemed to the Pythagoreans to be the first things in 
the whole of nature and they supposed the elements of 
numbers to be the elements of all things and the whole 
heaven to be a musical scale and number. 

The system was based upon an association of ideas or 
upon certain philosophical conceptions concerning the 
nature of the universe. Numbers were divided into odd 
and even, limited and unlimited, one and many, right and 
left, rest and motion, straight and curved, square and cir
cular, light and darkness, good and evil. To the Pytha
goreans the equilibrium of the universe was maintained by 
the relation of its opposites. The numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 
were called heavenly numbers and 4, 6, and were 
earthly numbers. 

Pythagoras was OnE! of the most learned and most 
travelled men of the classic Greek period. Probably no 
other man comprehended so much of all the learning of 
his time. After being initiated into the Eleusinian Mysteries, 
Pythagoras went to Egypt, where he was initiated into the 
Mysteries of Isis, and is said to have been taught the secret 
meaning of numbers by an Egyptian priest named Huramon 
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The Tetractys was probably associated with the four
lettered word for the Jewish divine name JHVH. By adding 

to the preceding numbers 1 ,  and Pythagoras pro
duced 10 which is the consummation of the Decad and the 
number of completeness. It was formerly the arrangement 
of soldiers in Chinese military tactics. 

5. Represents marriage because it is the union of the 
first masculine and first feminine numbers 3 and (unity 
not being considered a number) . '  Among the Greeks it was 
a symbol of light, health and vitality. It is called the 
equilibrium because it divides the perfect number into 
parts. Other numbers multiplied by themselves produce 
other numbers. Only 5 and 6 multiplied by themselves 
represent and retain their original numbers as the last 
fig�re in their products. 

Five is identified with fixed traditions; with order and 
law, both divine and earthly. It is an important number 
among the ,Chinese to whom custom and law carry great 
force. The Hindus and Chinese recognize 5 as the num
ber of qualities : 5 virtues, basic forms, 5 senses, ele
ments, 5 colors, etc. To the Israelites it was the number 
of military organization. 

6. Is the number of completion, typified by the 6 
days in which the world was created and symbolized by 
the Jewish 6-pointed Star of David, and the Chakra, or 
Wheel of Vishnu. In both the East and the West a belief ' 
long persisted that the history 'of the ' world would be 
divided into 6 ages after which would come destruction 
and renewal of the world on a higher plane. 

To Pythagoras, 6 represented the perfection of all the 
parts, the form of forms. It sometimes appears as symbol 
of marriage because it is formed of two triangles, one mascu
line, one feminine. It is identified with time as the 'measure 
of duration and is a key number in aricient calendar systems. 
It represents health because it is the balance number both 
calendrically and symbolically. 

The number 6 is associated with work, effort, and 
creative energy, both human and divine. 

7. One of the most venerated and most magical of 
numbers, the number among the nations of 
antiquity. Pythagoras called it "the vehicle of life". It con
tains body and soul, spirit and matter, since it contains the 
triangle and the square. 



In the Bible, 7 is the number of the holy or divine day. 
All of the great festivals are related to 7 days, weeks or 
years. In the East 7 is associated with oaths or covenants. 
The divine mysteries and the activities of the Holy Spirit 
are 7 in number. Most of the associations of 7 have reference 
to some direct relation of the divine and human. It is 
therefore the number of religion. 

It is called the number of life because of the belief that 
7 month babies usually live while those born in the 8th 
month do not. It is sometimes called a virgin number be
cause it is the only number between 1 and 10 which cannot 
be produced by either dividing or multiplying another num
ber. It has been called motherless and fatherless; and 
virgin, or Minerva, because it was not born of a mother but 
was generated out of the crown or back of the father, the 
mind. 

Seven is an important lunar number identified with 
Ishtar, Aphrodite, Virgin Mary, and other holy mothers. 

8. Is identified with the cube because it has 8 corners. 
It is the only wholly eVE!n number under 10 ( 1  x 2 x 4  
8 4 x 2 x l ) ;  that is, 8 is divided by 2 4's, each 4 is 
divided into 2 2's and 2 divided into 2 1's. 

Eight is identified with · man's elevation to a higher 
life or his deliverance from the evils of the present life. On 
the 8th day came the final act in the sacred drama which 
was part of the Eleusinian: Mysteries. Clement of Alexandria 
said, "Those whom there is no guile do not remain in 
the 7th, the place of rest but, are promoted to the heritage 
of the divine beneficence which is the 8th grade". Some 
of the early Church fathers thought there were 7 gradations 
in heaven and that the highest place was with the father 
in the 8th. 

In the Jewish scriptures, 8 is associated with salvation, 
purification, and cleansing. There were 8 persons saved 
Noah's ark; circumcision took place on the 8th day; 8 days 
were required for the purification of women. The Feast 
of Tabernacles was on the 8th day. Eight is connected with 
the Chinese tradition of the Deluge and is an important 
number in their cosmogony. It called the little holy 
number. 

9. Is the first squalre of an odd number ( 3  x 3)  and 
§9pl�tj.mes appears as a ratio of a mystic 3 times 3. 
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we call Ezra and Nehemiah) ,  and 2 Jeremiahs (which we 
call Jeremiah and Lamentations) .  

The fact that part of the Book of Proverbs ( Chapter 
the whole of Lamentations and Psalms 25, 34, 

37, 111 ,  112, and 155 are acrostics founded on the Hebrew 
alphabet led Jerome to suppose that there was some mys
tery in the 22 letters from which are formed all of the 
words connected with the Scriptures. 

The Jews always considered their alphabet to be a 
divine invention and much significance was seen in the 
fact that there were 2�� generations from Adam to Jacob: 
in the first 6 days of the world there were 22 acts of cre
ation ( Book of Jubilees 2 :2,22 ) ,  and observance of the 
Sabbath began at the close of the twenty-second generation. 



THE SYMBOLIC MEANING OF NUMBERS 

( 

T mystical and ,symbolical use of num
bers is to be found in the system of Scriptural interpretation 
known as the Cabala. In a branch of the Cabala called 
Gematria the numerical equivalents of letters are asserted 
to reveal a hidden meaning in the Biblical text. For 
instance, if the second word of Genesis, be added to the 
first, the . result is 1 1 16 which is equivalent to the numerical 
value of the Hebrew words "In the beginning of the year 
it was created". This is interpreted as meaning that the 
world was created in the beginning of the year, or in 
autumn. Again, in the first and last verses of the Jewish 
Bible the letter Aleph ( A )  appears 6 times and Cabalists 
interpret this as meaning that the beginning and end of 
the world will embrace a period of years. 

Despite the obvious weakness of this method of inter
pretation, the Cabala was in great vogue among European 
scholars during and after the Middl'e Ages, and Raymond 
Lully, Pico della Mirandola, John Reuchlin, Guillaume Pos
tel, Athanasius Kircher, Paul Ricci, Hev. Francis Buddaeus, 
the Rosicrucians, Rev. John Lightfoot, Baron von Rosen
roth, and many others declared that it had been handed 
down by the patriarchs. 

Paracelsus, Cardinal Nicolas Cu:sanus, Jacob Bohmen, 
Cardinal Aegidus of Viterbo, Pope Sixtus IV, Theophilus 
Gale, Ralph Cudworth, Sir Isaac Newton, Spinoza, Schopen
hauer, Hegel, and Sir Francis Bacon were students of the 
Cabala and testified to its validity. 

Having been conceived solely as a system of religious 
interpretation, the Gematria was originally employed only 
with the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek texts of the Hebrew 
Scriptures but by the 17th century it was applied to Latin 
texts and even to non-religious subjects. The belief of kings 
that they ruled by divine order caused the Gematria to 
become, like astrology, a toy of royalty. Cabalistic diagrams 



were prepared of the names, titles, and important events 
in the lives of kings, such as the birth of an heir or the win
ning of a military campaign, the results being interpreted as 

the 
In recent times, mystics have revived the Cabalistic 

system by combining it with the Pythagorean theory of 
numbers, and have dressed it up with terms borrowed from 
modern science under the name of Numerology. Its ad
herents would have us believe that all numbers vibrate to 
the rhythm of the universe; that each letter of the alphabet 
is related to a number, and every condition or quality has 
its own peculiar vibratioll. So, by virtue of the magical power 
of Numerology, the man who wishes to be a successful 
banker or the girl who wishes to win fame as an actress 
must own or adopt a name with a numerical combination 
which pulsates in harmony with the proper cosmic vibra
tions. Of course it is essential that one should know just 
what names are in tune with the particular profession or 
skill one wishes to pursu.e. This is where the Numerologists 
come in, for they profess to know the answers. 

While the Gematria makes use of some of the theories 
of Pythagoras, the conditions which led to its development 
were at hand with the of the alphabet. When the 
use of letters superseded hieroglyphics and cuneiform script 
in Asia Minor, sometime between 1500 and 1000 B.C., there 
were no separate chara1cters for numerals, therefore each 
character in the alphabet came in time to represent both a 
letter and a number. This made it possible for written texts 
to contain two meanings, one an open, literal, alphabetical 

Hebrew Alphabet with Numerical Equivalents 
aleph beth gimel daleth he vau zayin cheth teth 

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 
N :l J ii n � 

jod coph lamed mem nun samech ayin pe zade 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

, l' 
koph resh shin tau 
100 200 300 400 

" 
Indicates final letters. 



Other circumstances also favored the development of 
such a system. Although there were perhaps as many 
tongues spoken then as there are today, it is probable that 
most languages were sufficiently similar that the people of 
one tribe or nation could understand those of another as 
well as or better than Portuguese today understand Spaniards 
or Chinese understand Japanese. 

For instance, the word for Jah or Yah has its equivalent 
in Ie, leu, or leue, which is similar to the root of the 
Greek word law, lao, or Ju-piter. In the Targum* ii is 
always used for the creator instead of IEUE. Over the door 
of the Greek temple at Delphi the same word EI (written 
backward) was inscribed in honor of Apollo. 

Ieue Nissi, a Biblical title for God, is cognate with Dios 
Nyssos or Dionysius, a title of Bacchus. The Greek letters 

IHS ) , the monogram of Bacchus, also came to be 
used as a monogram for Jesus. It is widely used in Catholic 
churches and monasteries, being cl.aimed by Catholics to 
mean Jesus Hominum Salvator or In Hoc Signo. By a 
slight change in pronunciation, the Hebrew becomes 
giving the sound of the Latin or Greek E and IHS becomes 
IES which, with a Greek suffix or becomes Jes-ous. 

In Hebrew, Jesse the father of David is written 
ishi, meaning existence. As written in English it reads J es 
from which was derived J esse which also becomes Jesus 
upon adding the Greek suffix. The feminine form is 
isha, ishshah, or woman, and probably means the same as 
the Egyptian name Isi-s. 

Grammar was still only partially developed; the spell
ing of words had not been systemized and each writer de
veloped his own system of orthography. In some instances 
writing was from left to right, in others it was from right 
to left as in Hebrew and Arabic. Sometimes writing was 
from right to left then back to the right as a farmer plows 
a field. In other instances, as in Hebrew, there were no 
spaces between words and, ordelr to make reading less 
difficult, when certain sounds appeared at the ends of words, 
they were represented by different characters than were 
used for the same sounds in the middle of words. 

Letters of a certain class or quality were interchange
able, thus making it possible for a word to have more than 
one spelling, more than one meaning and more than one 



numerical value. For instance, the letter J ad may be read 
as either 1 or 10 and the letter Shin may stand for either 
3 or 300. 

The Hebrew letters were not merely abstract designs 
but each letter had a secondary significance in addition to 
its alphabetical value. Thus the letter , vau, 6, represented 
a nail or hook or, in another sense, the womb; while the 
letter Jod or Yod , , 10, r,epresented the hand and the phallus. 
The letter was also pronounced Ja or Ya as a shortened 
form for Yahweh or Jahveh. 

Greek Alphabet with Numerical Equivalents 
Aa F* 

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 

h KK A"A. M� Nv 00 nn: Q* 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

P p  ��o T-r Yu !leu <i�* 
200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 

*F, Q, � 

The verbal i1'iI b.ayah, or eye, means 
while n'n mecllnS The letters 

i, j or y in these words are interchangeable with the letter 
vau or w and the words may be read as or without 
change of meaning. The first becomes or with 
a numerical value of and the second becomes 
or 865, the 2 forms being so similar in meaning that 
the words may be used interchangeably. The first literally 
means Eva while, as a substantive, the second means mother 
and is, . in fact, the proper name given in Genesis to Eve, 

The deity name J'havah is a com
pound of , or J ah and or thus the 
word J ah-evah or J ah-eve has the primary Significance of 
hermaphroditic existence as male-female. 

Apply the methods of the Gematria to a Biblical passage 
of which the meaning seems to be strange or mysterious, 
such as Genesis 49 : 11 ;  "He washed his garment in wine". The 
Cabalist interprets this passage as follows : The word wine 
has a numerical value of 70 and the word sod, meaning mys
tery, has the same value .. This is taken to mean that Judah 
was clothed in the Sacred Mysteries, meaning Wisdom or 
the Law. This entire chapter of Genesis is evidently sym-
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( 49 :  10) 

345, 543, 

355 358. 
71l 

565. 
in 

5-50-6-10, 
71, 

( 71 x 5 ) ,  

2 x 3, 
10-5-6-5 365-6 

365 6 

10-5-6-5, 26, 

26, 1 + 6 + 
9 + 10 26. 

72, 

10 10 
10 + 5 15 
10 + 5 6 21 
10 5 6 + 5 26 

72 

12 
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543, 345. 345 



3 1 4  
L A M I H  
A M  I H L  
M I H L A 
I H L A M 

H L A M I 
5 

The God name Elohim, or Alejlm, has the radical EI 

31 a the of value 36. Further, the 
word Aleim forms an anagram in which the values the 
letters . in the top line, when read without ciphers, give 
31415. be read 3 .1415, the famous "Pi" pro

o tion or the relation of a circle's diameter to its circum

female quality. (Plate 
of all 

the famous 3-4-5 triangle of Pythagoras which was called 



the Eye of Horus, aur or Hor, meaning light and typifying 
the sun. The Egyptians called the sides of the triangle 
Isis, Osiris, and Horus and the 3 letters IOH or JVH which 

applied 
contained a key to the universe. According to one of its 
interpretations, form · symbolized the components 
of all existence, representing infinite spirit, 4 representing 
infinite matter, being spirit and matter manifested in 
material form. 

According to the Cabala, each manifestation of God is 
divided into 3 principal phases which form the bases of the 
3 ria s of Sephiroth in the Cabalistic Tree of Life. In one 
sense, matter is divided into gases, liquids, and solids and, 
in another sense, the essence of existence is derived from 
the 3 elements air, fire, and water ( earth is believed to be 
derived from water, therefore is not counted) .  This is 
re ealed in the first verse of the Bible where the word 
Aeshmim ( heavens) contains the mother letters; Aleph 
representing air; Shin representing fire and Mem repre
senting water. Again, the branches of the letter Shin 
symbolize the phases of light or divine fire. 

Square the figures 3:, 4, and and they produce 9, 16, 
and which he number of If 
a rectangle be divided by a diagonal line each half 
will be 3-4-5 triangle. Divide the 3 vertically 
into 3 parts and draw diagonal for one of the sections 

angle be p mately degrees, ( See 
Plate which is the angle of the earth's axis to the 
ecliptic and further revE!als divisions 
terial world. Add 4, and and they produce 12, the 
number of months in the year and the divisions of the 
zodiac. 

After drawing the diagonal of a 3 x 4 rectangle, 
<:lraw a second diagonal from a corner to the intersection 
of the diagonal and it produces triangles, areas 
of which are in the proportion of 4, and The angle 
of the second diagonal is degrees, being almost exactly 
the same as the slope of the Great Pyramid. Bisection of the 
3 4 form as believed to provide a key to the solution 
of the ancient problem of squaring a circle. A triangle f 

4 3 gives the basis for constructing a square and 
circle x a e eq al area and a 4 r an e 
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gives the proportions for making a square and circle of 
approximately equal cirreumference. ( Plates 75 and 76) .  

To the Cabalist, a series of significant relations is also 
exhibited by the sides of a cube. The cube of 6 equals 216 
(6 x 6 x 6) which is also the number of DBIR ( debir) 
the holy of holies in the tabernacle and in the temple. 
According to ancient traditions, the cube was the proper 
form for the abode of the Holy Spirit and some of the ancient 
stone idols of the gods were in the form of a cube. In the 
Babylonian Deluge myth, the ark was built in the form of 
a cube and in Revelations 21 the New Jerusalem is to be 
a cube of 12000 furlongs. 

Again, the cube of €, is equal to the cubes, of 3, 4, and 
5, that the cube of 3 27 ( 3  x 3 3 ) ; the cube of 4 64 
(4 x 4 x 4 )  and the cube of 5 125 ( 5  x 5 x 5 )  which 
add to a total of 216. 

If the 6 sides of a cube are unfolded, they will appear 
as a cross or tau form. The center square combines with 
both the vertical and horizontal bars, hence the horizontal 
counts 3 and the vertical as 4, giving another important 
combination of spirit (3 )  and matter (4) . 

The Cabala does not appear to have been linked, 
originally, with geometry; but, as the following examples 
show, modern Cabalists have devoted much effort to trying 
to invent symbolic and Cabalistic interpretations of various 
geometrical forms. 

The proportions of a 5 x rectangle (5 + + 5 + 
produce the YHVH number, 26. This rectangle will en
close a triangle which gives almost exactly the proportions 
of the Great Pyramid and the angle of the slope of its 
sides.1 Another geometrieal form of much symbolic import 

the trapezoid in the proportions of 10 + 5 + 6 + 5 which 
again total 26. The angJle of the tapered ends is approxi
mately 23% degrees, or the angle of the earth's axis to 
the eliptic. 

Change the proportions of the trapezoid to 10 + 10 + 
10 + 6 and the diagonals produce the angle of the slope of 
the pyramid; the dimensions add to 36, the number of the 
sun, and the over-all shape the same as that of the 
Masonic keystone. 

of of i
of 
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The angles 23;;2, 38;;2,  47, 51 ;;2 ,  66;;2 , 77, and 103 
degrees recur repeatedly in the simple divisions of rec
tangles in the proportions of 3 x 4,. 4 x 5,  4 x 7, 4 9, 

and 8 as well as in such natural forms as the 
All over the world these natural 

forms and proportions may be found in designs on pottery, 
seals and coins, in sculpture, arches, windows, floor plans 
and elevations of ancient temples and monuments their 
designers had recognized in them some mysterious affinity 
with the geometry of the universe. These angles and pro-
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portions occur in the symbolism of Freemasonry and may 
convey a suggestion as to why Masons speak of the Creator 
as the Great Architect the Universe. 

The mention of Peter having caught 153 fishes (John 
21 : 11 ) has often been thought to be of secret significance, 
therefore this number has been a popular one with Cab
alists. Hundreds of CabaLlistic formulae have been devised 
for producing this number from Biblical words and verses, 
a few of which are here given as examples. 



In Greek the word meaning fishes has a 
numerical value of 1224, or 8 times 153. The name of the 
fisherman, Simeon Peter ( in Hebrew, S himeon Jonah) gives 
the number 153. The phrase Beni. h a  Elohim ( "sons of 
God") equals 153. The number for the -phrase "The seed 
of Jacob" 459, or 3 times 153. The words "house of 
Israel, my people" ( Ezek. 34 : 30 ) ,  i.n Greek, total 1530 or 
10 times 153. 

One of the many names applied to Christians in early 
Rome was Pisiculi, or Little Fishes, and the fish symbol 
in the form of either a single fish or of 2 fishes has been 
found scratched or drawn in many places on the walls of 
the catacombs. 

In the eighth book of the which ap
peared in Rome during the first -century B.C., the first 
words, reading J esous Xristos Them; Oios Soter formed an 
acrostic which the initial Greek letters IXTOS (fishes) 
were thought to prophesy the coming of Christ. 

Maria, the Greek name for Christ's mother, has a 
numerical value of 152. The numerals 1 ,  5, and 2 may be 
transposed so as to form 888, the number of Christ, when 
added either vertically or horizontally, thus 

152 8 
521 8 
215 8 

888 

Another famous number is 666, called the number of 
Anti-Christ or "the number of the beast" which is referred 
to the Apocalypse. In Latin, "anti-theos esti" meaning 

� 
� 



"he is Anti-God" has the value of 666. Rev. Walter Begley 
has published more than examples containing this 
number, most of them being from the Latin.2 

The sum of all numbers from 1 to 36 added together 
is also 666, the and number of the sun. The Hebrew 
name for the sun is Shamash, the number of which is 640. 
Add 26, the number of YHVH and it gives 666. This is 
also the numerical value of Shechem Bar Hamor, the 
seducer of Dinah in Gen. 34:2. By one interpretation this 
act foreshadowed the seduction of Israel by Anti-Christ. 
The numerical value of Shechem is 360 and that of Ben 
Hamor is 306, thus giving the same number, when added, 
as is given by the 2 words Nero Caesar, who has been 
thought by many writers to be "the Beast" referred to. 

While the controversy between the Lutherans and the 
Roman Church was at white heat, the Lutherans formed 
many Cabalistic combinations on the Beast number which 
were directed at the Popes, such as the following one given 
by Rev. Begley: 666. 

By Gematria, the slave or concubine offspring of Leah 
and Rachel also add to (i66. 

Leah 36 
Zilpah 122 Bilhah 42 
Gad a 54 
Asher 501 Naphtali 570 

666 666 

In the phrase "I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning 
and the end", the first ]letter of the Greek alphabet has a 
value of 1 and the value of Omega is 800, or a total of 801, 
the number of Salvation. The name ADoNAY totals 65. 
When added to 26, the JHVH number, it gives 91 which 
is the equivalent of Amen 91. 

If space permitted, a great number of curious and 
even surprising Cabalistic combinations could be given 
but the examples shown are sufficient to demonstrate the 
arbitrary and unscientific nature of the system. 

In order to prove that the Bible is a symbolic, esoteric 
work of divine origin, thE� Cabalist takes the numerical value 
of a word or phrase then looks for another word or phrase 
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Before leaving this subject, some mention should be 
made concerning signitkant developments in Cabalistic re
search which have occurred within recent years through 

of many in the proportions 
of geometrical figures. Some of these developments are of 
genuine mathematical interest and had they not been linked 
with Cabalism, probably would have received more serious 
attention. 

The first discovery was made by John A. Parker, a 
New York mathematician who found a more perfect relation 
between the diameter and circumference of a circle, the 
proportions being 6561 for diameter and 20612 for circum
ference. Later, it was learned that Peter Metius, a Dutch
man, had, in 1585, discovered a slightly less perfect relation 
of 113 for diameter and 355 for circumference. 

The fact that these 2 sets of figures were equivalent 
to the numerical value of certain Biblical words and the 
further belief that the figures were related to the archi
tectural proportions of the pyramid, gave rise to a theory 
that these geometrical phenomena were not ,accidental but 
were the result of divine laws inherent in the structure of 
the universe. This coincidence, it was thought, was con
clusive proof that the B:ible and the systems of letters and 
numbers are of divine odgin, intended by the Great Archi
tect of the universe to reveal to those worthy of the 
knowledge, the physical structure of man and the universe.3 

Omitting the Cabalistic references for the moment, the 
theory is based upon the following proposition: If the length 
of the side of a square is 81 inches, feet or other units, the 
area will be 6561 ( 8 1  x 81 ) .  This sum is equal to 9 
9 9 and the figure 9 and its multiples are the basis of 
the calculations. ( Reverse 6561 and it gives 1656, the 
number of years from Creation to the Flood) .  A circle of 
the same diameter will have an area of 5153. 

By the Pythagorean formula, the circumference of a 
circle is equal to 3.1415 times its diameter, expressed Pi 
Diam. Circumference. Therefore, a circle which has a 
diameter of 6561 will have a circumference of 20612 ( 6561 
3.14159 20612 ) .  Multiplying the area of a circle by 4 will 
give the same product a.s multiplying the diameter of the 
circle by 3.14159. 
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reads either way. But the term is a form of Adam 
+ or which may be read as 

Omitting the article gives the figure 
woman as and its rE!VerSe Thus, there are forms, 
all connected under the name of man, the woman and 
Adam which can be placed as 

Adam and woman joined give the figure while 
adding the numbers of the woman, and produces 
the famous number 

A square, the side of which is will, when cubed, give 
the figure x x The solid 
content of a sphere with a diameter of may be found as 
follows. One-sixth of multiplied by 
the cube of makes 
which is precisely the same as x the number of 
woman. ( Convert this to a time equation and it gives the 
exact length of the lunar month in days, hours, minutes,-

days, hrs. min. �l sec. ) .  
So, while the area changed into a cube becomes 

the solidity of the c ontained sphere is or 
showing a continued integral relation where the solid con
tent of the sphere is the circumference multiplied by 
the solid of the c ontaining cube being expressed by the 
reversed form of woman--Adam or 

This is set forth as showing that there is an integral 
relation between the area of a circle inscribed in a square 
to the area of that s quare and between the linear diameter 
to circumference a circle, and it is claimed that this 
harmony with many others ( size and shape of the Garden 
of Paradise, the Flood, the Ark, the temple, the holy of 
holies, etc.) proves, according to the geometrical school of 
Cabalists that these relations are the true natural ones from 
eternity to eternity and are ones on which the Bible is built. 

It is further claimed that these mathematical phe
nomena explain the origin and significance of the great 
pyramid of Khufu in Egypt, and a cult of Pyramidists has 
sprung up that professes to see in the dimensions of the 
pyramid, prophecies of practically every great event in his
tory, both ancient and modem. The hypotheses have gen-
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erally been founded upon the assumption that every line 
and angle of the great monument was based upon some 
deep fundamental truth or law. (Of course the claim that 
the pyramid was constructed by ancient Freemasons and 
that it contains many secrets of that fraternity is well 
known. ) 

Deep and important meaning ha:s been read into every 
angle and dimension of the pyramid's passages and cham
bers, including the arrangement of the paneling on the 
walls and the stone slabs forming the roof of the cham
pers. The length in inches of certain passages, for instance, 
has been claimed to represent a certain number of years in 
history: the circumference of the base or of a chamber 
has been thought to agree with the exact length of the 
day or year. Even the number of stones in the sides of 
the base has been thought to possess a deep astrological 
and religious significance. 

Since Napoleon visited the pyramid during his Egyp
tian campaign in a score of scientists have measured 
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the length of its sides, its height and angle of slant and 
every dimension of its interior chambers and passages. Al
though it was constructE�d at least 25 or centuries before 
the oldest parts of the Bible were compiled and is nowhere 
mentioned therein, its dimension are thought to be Cabalistic 
figures agreeing with :and proving the divine origin of 
Cabalistic mysteries in the Bible. 

Some enthusiasts have claimed that the pyramid pro
vides a key to the interpretation of numerous Old Testa
ment prophecies; the date of the Exodus of the Jews from 
Egypt; the birth, death and resurrection of Christ; the 
principal events which occurred before, during and after 
World War I ;  the outbreak of World War and the 
events which were to follow. 

The relationship of the volume and area of the triangle, 
pyramid, square, cube, drcle and sphere, it is maintained, 
reveal the periods of the revolution of the planets, the 
length of the day, month and · year; a perfect system of 
measures of distance and volume, the distance of the earth 
from the sun, and other astronomical facts which are not 
supposed to have been known until many centuries after 
the pyramid was built. -Furthermore, these values are 
claimed to be found in the teachings of the Bible as well 
as the proportions and dimensions of ancient temples 
and monuments. 

The interior and E�xterior dimensions, by their pro
portions and relationships, are held to have been designed 
to provide for future initiates a secret ·record of the mathe
matical relationships between all basic geometrical forms. 
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horizon, not to be seen again until months later. This 
statement applies to aU stars in the northern hemisphere 
except the stars which are near the Polar Star and are 

throughout the year. Because of the earth's daily 
rotation, these stars seem to move around the Pole every 
24 hours. 

. 

few bright stars :seem to run counter to this orderly 
process. They do not retain their relative positions in the 
sky with respect to each other or to fixed stars : some of 
them change positions greatly from day to day; others move 
more slowly. These are the planets, or wandering "stars". 

The constellations of the zodiac ( path of the sun) lie 
in what is known as the "ecliptic", a belt in the heavens 
about 16 degrees wide, marking the path of the earth, or, 
as it appears to the path of the sun. 

With the exception of the Balance ( Libra) all the signs 
of the zodiac are named after real or imaginary animals. 
The relation, however, is purely mythological or allegorical, 
as not one of the star groups suggests by its shape the 
animal fo� which it is named. 

Although the zodiae divides the heavens into 12 equal 
parts, the constellations representing the various signs are 
not equally spaced nor are they of the same size. Some are 
crowded together; others are very much spread out. For 
instance, Leo, Taurus, Pisces, and the Virgin occupy to 
48 degrees in the heavens whereas Cancer, Aries, and Capri
corn occupy from 19 to degrees. The reason for these 
variations is that the 2;odiac was not charted or devised 
during one period, but, like Topsy, "just growed" over a 
period of some two or three thousand years. 

When a constellation rises with the sun, the sun is said 
to be in that zodiacal sign. The 12 signs, therefore, cor
respond to the 12 constellations which were regarded as 
"houses" or "mansions" occupied by the sun in its travels 
during the 12 months of the year. This correspondence is 
made clear in the Babylonian calendar, the names of the 
12 months being the names of the 12 signs of the zodiac. 
In the astrological period the year began at the vernal 
equinox, which occurs about March 21st. 

The 12 signs were divided into parts composing 
favorable signs and unfavorable signs. The first were 
those which the sun occupied during the months of warmth, 
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